
HOW TO WRITE A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE KIDS

Read examples of news and feature articles from the Scholastic Kids Press Corps. Read them all, then write your own
articles modeled after them.

Thus, it is the language many use to communicate daily. Students learn to write for a specific purpose, as
opposed to writing for the sake of writing. A good lead should grab the reader's attention and make them want
to keep reading. If you are quoting more than one person with different points of view in your story, you
cannot end with a quote from just one of them. Nobody is impressed by the use of a word they do not
understand or would not use in everyday speech. They answer the questions: who, what, where, how, and
when? In fact, it can be a hard method to adapt after being taught creative writing or essay writing in English
class. To conclude: learning to write for the news teaches various forms of writing News writing can teach
kids about writing styles and writing structures. Most newspaper articles break down into two categories:
News articles Feature articles You will also find opinion pieces, like editorials and book and movie reviews.
Connecting classroom assignments to real-world occupations prepares students for life outside of school. C,
Alberta and Ontario Canada. Before writing, get as much background information on your topic as you can. If
you are writing about the upcoming school musical, interview the music teacher or some of the participants.
Also, newspapers aim to target multiple education levels. Introduction Which facts and figures will ground
your story? Create a title or headline for your story, and submit your final copy to your teacher for publication.
Have your classmates or teachers offer suggestions for how to improve your story, such as by inserting direct
quotes or adding more details. Get professional, screened, trained and experienced tutors in B. Main body
What is at the heart of your story? Photo Credits. Edit your paper for spelling and punctuation errors. Here's
how you can tell the difference between a news story and a feature story. The danger of talking down to the
audience â€” assuming vocabulary as well as knowledge â€” is that it insults readers, makes them feel
inadequate. If you are reporting on a community event, interview the person in charge of organizing it.
Writing newspaper articles covers a wide range of teaching topics, from brainstorming, interviewing and
drafting to revising and editing. Closing quotation Find something that sums the article up in a few words.
Lessons taught in English class need to be taught in their context, of course.


